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Context-Dependent Web Bookmarks and Their Usage as Queries Shinsuke Nakajima, Satoshi Oyama, Kazutoshi Sumiya and Katsumi Tanaka Graduate School of Informatics, Kyoto University, Yoshida honmachi Sakyo-ku Kyoto, 606-8501, JAPAN fnakajima, oyama, sumiya, [email protected] Abstract Conventional Web bookmarks only contain URLs and titles of Web pages that users are interested in. This makes the process of remembering, sharing or ranking such pages difficult. The “context“ of users’ navigation can be described as collections of browsed pages. Conventional bookmarks do not contain such information. We believe that such the context information conveys the users’ intention and the importance of the bookmarks. In this paper, we introduce a notion of context-dependent Web bookmarks that reflects users’ browsing histories. Context-dependent Web bookmark consist of (1) representative keywords of bookmarked pages and browsed pages, (2) the ranking value of the bookmarked pages calculated by its context, as well as the URL and the title of the page that the user bookmarked. The context-dependent bookmarks will make it possible for users to remember the situation of the bookmarking process, grasp the degree of significance of the bookmark, and share the bookmark among multiple users. Furthermore, it becomes possible to re-use context-dependent bookmarks as queries, which could be executed for unvisited Web pages. We also describe our Web browser prototype system based on the context-dependent bookmark function, and our experimental results.



1 Introduction Most web users use bookmarks in their web navigation. However, it is difficult to remember, share, and rank the bookmarks since they only contain the URLs and the titles of web pages that a user is interested in. Conventional bookmarks do not memorize the “context“ of a user’s navigation, that is, a collection of browsed pages. We believe that such context information conveys the user’s intention and the importance of the bookmarks. The image of context of web navigation is shown in Fig.1. In this paper, we introduce a notion of context-dependent bookmarks that reflect a user’s browsing history [1].



Figure 1. Context of Web Navigation



Context-dependent bookmarks include not only URLs and titles of bookmarked web pages but also context data extracted from the browsing history. The purpose of this paper is to propose methods for identifying the context of web navigations and techniques for identifying context data. We use two types of context data, (1) representative keywords of a bookmarked page and browsed pages, (2) ranking values of the bookmarked page calculated by the page and its context. Thus, a context-dependent bookmark consists of representative keywords and the ranking value of the bookmarked page, as well as the URL and the title of a page that the user bookmarked. The context-dependent bookmarks will make it possible for users to remember situations of bookmarking processes, grasp the significance degree of bookmarks, and share bookmarks among multiple users. Furthermore, it becomes possible to re-use context-dependent bookmarks as queries, which can be used for web pages that have never been visited before, to retrieve reflected pages of the bookmarked pages. The major contributions of the paper are summarized as follows:



 We introduce the concept of context-dependent bookmarks.  We introduce a method to rank context-dependent bookmarks, and a way to extract representative keywords of bookmarked web page and other browsed web pages grasping the bookmark’s significance.
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 We developed a web browser prototype having the context-dependent bookmark function for verifying the usefulness of the context-dependent bookmarks.



bookmark archives. They found that about 60% of the pages a person sees are revisits of pages they have been to previously. Thus we can safely say that it is very important to enhance the web browser functionalities to return to previously visited pages.



 We proposed and evaluated a way to re-use contextdependent bookmarks as queries. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the related work. Section 3 describes the context-dependent bookmarks. Section 4 describes the prototype system. Section 5 describes the evaluation of context-dependent bookmarks as queries. Conclusion and future work are presented in Section 6.



2 Related work (a) Enhancement of Bookmarking Functionality A number of researches have proposed to enhance bookmarking functionality [2] [3] [4]. Dynamic Bookmarks [5] is a management tool to support revisiting pages. It can archives user navigation behavior and evaluates website importance using link analysis and user behavior analysis. PowerBookmarks [6] is a web information organization, sharing, and management tool, which parses metadata from bookmarked URLs and uses them to index and classify the URLs. It can support multiple views for various users, since users can set the access control for the bookmarks they own. These studies have a common purpose with our study, that is to propose a bookmark system, which can provide efficient function for users. However, they do not extract meanings and significance of bookmarks based on analyzing a context data of bookmarking. (b) Development of User Interface WebSticker [7] enables users to take advantage of their physical environment when organizing and sharing bookmarks using barcode readers and barcode stickers attached to physical objects as bookmarks. WebVCR [8] is able to get and keep user’s navigation histories using VCR style interface. Such keeping navigation histories is regarded as bookmarking a set of pages. These studies have originalities and are interesting. However, their approachs are based on general bookmarking without analyzing the context data. Thus, we believe that their system improve by applying the notion of context-dependent bookmark. (c) Investigation of User Behavior Abrams and Baecker investigated user behavior on the web in order to apply that result to design of usable web browser and bookmark management tools [9] [10]. They examined the reasons why bookmarks are created, how bookmarks are used and the growth of



Although these studies have a common approach with our study, they have not proposed an effective bookmark system by applying the result of their investigations. Judging from the above, many studies have been made on use of bookmarks. However, few study have been carried out to utilize the context of web navigation on the bookmarks. Moreover, there is few work that uses bookmarks with context as queries.



3 Context-Dependent Bookmarks We describe a generation method of context-dependent bookmarks. Especially, we propose a method to exclude unrelated pages from a context, to calculate the ranking score of a context-dependent bookmark, and to extract representative keywords of bookmarked and non-bookmarked pages.



3.1 Context Let P1 ; P2 ;    ; Pn be pages that a user visits. A contextdependent bookmark B for a page P n with regard to a context fP1 ; P2 ;    ; Pn g (n  2) consists of the following: 



URL and title of bookmarked page P n
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Ranking score of context-dependent bookmark







Representative keyword (i=1;    ; n)
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for each page
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of search keywords to obtain pages by a search engine (optional)



P1 ; P2 ;    ; Pn



A context of a context-dependent bookmark is a set (n  2) of pages that a user visits in a web browsing session. A context fP 1 ; P2 ;    ; Pn g may be a subset of a search result by a search engine (for example, Google), or a set of pages that a user navigates freely. Even if a user knows his/her target page explicitly, it is possible that the user may navigate unrelated pages. For example, when performing link navigation, the user may have to visit unrelated pages before he/she reaches the target page because of link structure. Accordingly, it becomes necessary to exclude unrelated page from the context.



fP1 ; P2 ;    ; Pn g
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Figure 2. The image of Excluding Unrelated Pages from the Context Figure 3. The image of Bookmark and its Context On the assumption that unrelated pages are not similar to bookmarked pages, they are excluded from the context based on the similarity between browsed pages and bookmarked pages. This is performed by setting criterion  of similarity for recognizing related pages and unrelated pages. There is a room for discussion about how to optimize the criterion . We use the cosine similarity measures in order to calculate the similarity. It is based on the inner product of two vectors. sim(Pb ; Pc ) =



bc jbjjcj



Here, b and c denote the feature vectors of a bookmarked web page Pb and each browsed web page P c , respectively. The image of excluding unrelated pages from the context appears in Fig.2. In this figure, a flag corresponds to a bookmarked page and an oval corresponds to its context(visited pages). Furthermore, the size of each oval means the number of visited pages and each arrows represents a feature vector of each page. Then, directions of arrows correspond to features of pages.



3.2 Calculating Context-Dependent Bookmark Rankings Most search engines have ranking mechanisms by which each retrieved pages are ranked according to its pertinence with regard to queries or its link structure[11]. The web page rankings by search engines correspond to just web page reliabilities. On the other hand, the rankings of context-dependent bookmarks correspond to reliabilities of the web exploration process until bookmarking. Therefore, the notion of context-dependent bookmark rankings is different from search engines’. We believe that the both rankings are valuable so that they can coexist. We use the following policy for determining contextdependent bookmark-ranking.







The ranking score should be high if the user bookmarks a website after a significant number of pages have been examined because the subject has been investigated in detail.







The ranking score should be high if there are high similarities between a bookmarked website and other pages that have been examined because the user will have employed a strict criterion for selecting the page.



To put it another way, the bookmarks ranking score is high if the user investigates the subject in detail with a strict criterion for selecting the page. Context-dependent bookmark for page P n has a ranking score that is determined by the context of the bookmarked page and its context. In this sense, the ranking score of page Pn depends on its context. For example, a contextdependent bookmark ranking for page P n with a context fP1 ; P2 ;    ; P10 ; Pn g may be different from the one with a different context fP 11 ; P12 ;    ; P20 ; Pn g. Namely, the context-dependent bookmark ranking for page P n are relatively calculated according to its context. The image of bookmark and its context appears in Fig.3. Fig.3 shows four bookmarks A, B, C and D. According to our policy, the ranking score of B should be higher than A’s score because bookmark B has more navigated pages as its context than bookmark A. The ranking score of D is higher than C’s score because the features of D’s context are more similar to D than the case of bookmark C. Therefore we propose the ranking to be calculated based on the pattern of browsing and the similarity of the results. The ranking is calculated based on the following equation: RB (Pn ; C )



=
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Bookmark rankings are calculated by summing all the similarities between a bookmarked page and other page in its context. We use the cosine similarity measures in order to calculate the similarity. It is based on the inner product of two vectors.



xy x y ) = jxjjyj



Figure 4. Extracting Relative Characteristics Keywords Using TFIDF



sim(P ; P



Here, x and y denote the feature vectors of web pages P x and Py , respectively. We adopt this formula on development of prototype system. In order to compute feature vectors, first, nouns are extracted from pages by lexical analyzer. Second, the term frequency of each noun in each page is calculated. Third, a feature vector of each page is created by integration of term frequency as a vector element.



3.3 Extracting Representative Keywords for Web Pages Bookmarked page seems to be the most favorite page for the user in navigated pages. Therefore, it is likely that the differences of the characteristics between bookmarked page and other browsed pages are criteria of which page the user bookmarks. Then, we perform extracting relative characteristic keywords as representative keywords for pages based on characterization of the data. Because it is important to extract not absolute characteristic keywords but relative characteristic keywords in order to make clear the difference of pages. Let us discuss the method of extracting relative characteristics keywords. In this case, fP 1 ; P2 ;    ; Pn g are regarded as pages the user navigate. And P n is regarded as bookmarked page. We apply the vector space model for indexing and representation of web documents. The vector space model is a method of representation for a document and query by a vector of terms. The terms include words and phrases except stop-words (e.g., the, a, this, in). There are several ways in the vector space model for such an application, Boolean, TF (Term Frequency) and TFIDF (the Term Frequency/Inverse Document Frequency) [13]. TF is term frequency in a document and IDF is shown as log N/n (N is total number of documents and n is total number of documents that contain the term). In a way of Boolean, it is important only that a term is present or absent. In a way of TF,



a high-dimensionality vector space is constructed consisting of one dimension for every unique term found in the document collection. However frequently occurring terms may not be useful if they are equally frequent in all of the other documents for discrimination between them. Thus, in this paper, use of the TFIDF method is examined. In the way of TFIDF, a dimension of a term is weighted highly if it is frequent in relevant documents but infrequent in the collection as a whole. The vector space model with TFIDF weights is relevant to search engine development. It is possible to perform a relative characterization by setting the range of the Inverse Document Frequency though the range of IDF is fixed usually, because the document sets for TFIDF are different if the contexts as browsing histories are different. Incidentally, if TFIDF value of the keyword t j in page Pi is wij , wij is calculated based on following formula.



ij
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ij corresponds to term frequency of keyword page Pi .
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j corresponds to document frequency of keyword t j .



 df



 n



corresponds to a number of navigated pages.



Fig.4 shows the extracting relative characteristics keywords. In this table, each row corresponds to each browsed page, from P 1 to Pn . Pn is a bookmarked page. Each column corresponds to a keyword as a dimension of vectors. The value in each cell corresponds to the value of TFIDF of the keyword in each page. The gray cell has the maximum value of TFIDF in the bookmarked page. Then it means that the relative characteristics keyword of bookmarked page is ’FIFA’. In this way, context-dependent bookmark can express what kind of pages the user wants and what kind of pages the user does not want.
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3.4 Utilizing bookmarks as queries Context-dependent bookmarks can be used as queries for pages, which a user has not visited. Because they have the context data including user’s criteria for selecting bookmark. Therefore, a user can automatically retrieve web information along user’s criteria for selecting bookmark using Context-dependent bookmarks as queries. Let us discuss a way to query. STEP 1. Calculating by averaging feature vectors of pages in context vector the context. STEP 2. Calculating the query vector in the way as follows: qi = bi +(bi -ci ) qi is ith element of the query vector . bi is ith element of the feature vector of bookmarked page . ci is ith element of the average feature vector of a context .  is a calibration factor of amplifying difference between bi and ci . it contextWe call the produced query vector dependent query vector. STEP 3. Calculating similarity between context-dependent query vector and feature vectors in a set of pages to apply the query. STEP 4. Return some relevant pages, whose similarity is high, to the user as answer of the query. We will take up evaluation of context-dependent bookmarks as queries in the next chapter. The image of calculating context-dependent query vector is shown in Fig.5. The vectors C , B and Q in Fig.5 correspond to context vector, feature vector of bookmarked page and query vector. Namely, the query vector is calculated based on amplifying difference between vector C and B . We believe that this method can produce query reflected user’s intention. Because a user’s bookmarking is not absolute evaluation but relative evaluation, the bookmarked page is not final answer for the user. Consider applying to unnavigated pages in search result from search engine for example. We often have experience of having search result over 10,000 pages. Of course, It is impossible to browse all pages. However, contextdependent bookmarks can achieve similar solution. The image of context-dependent bookmark as query is shown in Fig.6. And its explanation is shown below.



C



Q



Q



Figure 5. The Image of Calculating ContextDependent Query Vector



B



C



Q



1. A user browses several pages in the search result over 10,000 pages and bookmarks a favorite page as context-dependent bookmark. 2. The system establishes query by abstracting contextdependent bookmark that include user’s intention. 3. It applies the query to unbrowsed pages over 10,000. 4. Then, It can pick up several pages matching user’s intention.



In this way, it can realize filtering pages based on user’s intention using context-dependent bookmark. Therefore, we may say that context-dependent bookmarks are very useful as queries.



4 Prototype System A prototype system has been implemented within a general browser (Internet Explore) as an extended function to realize context-dependent bookmarks. The prototype system focuses on bookmarking pages retrieved by search engines. Google[12] is used as a search engine in the prototype. Although it is possible to apply the context-dependent bookmarks to usual web navigation, the pages that user browsed when using the prototype are limited to the results of searches for reasons of brevity. Therefore, there are few unrelated pages to bookmarked page in browsing history. Consequently, the prototype system has not included the function for excluding unrelated pages from the context yet. The user’s routine of prototype usage is given below. 



Retrieving some information using a search engine on prototype browser with context-dependent bookmark facility.







Browsing several pages and bookmarking a favorite page.



The instance of browsing pages using the application of the system is shown in Fig.7. The result as final screen shot is shown in Fig.8. The aim of the search was to identify website that sell tickets to the 2002 FIFA World Cup. Keywords ’world cup’ and ’ticket’ were entered into a web search engine, and several pages were browsed. Fig.8
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Figure 7. The Instance of Browsing Web Pages Figure 6. The Image of Context-Dependent Bookmark as Query



shows the output from the proposed system, which details the search keywords, URLs, a representative keyword and bookmark ranking. This instance shows that bookmarked page includes keywords fWorldCup, Tickets, FIFAg, and that the pages include keywords of fwomen’s, travel, ski, rugby, Franceg are not desirable for the user. The image of context-dependent bookmarks in web browser is shown in Fig.9. By adopting context-dependent bookmarks in web browser, it become easy to reduce misunderstanding bookmarks. Fig.9 shows the situation that the balloon of context-dependent bookmark data pops up when mouth pointer is put on a bookmark in the list. Displayed data are user ID, title, URL, ranking of bookmark, the date of bookmarking, keywords for search engine(S-keywords), keywords of bookmarked page(B-keywords), and keywords of unbookmarked pages(C-keywords). The effect of providing context-dependent bookmark data to users is shown below.



 Representative keywords of bookmarked page Ease in understanding what feature bookmarked page has in navigated pages. Then, ease in grasping intuitively with what purpose the user navigate pages.  Representative keywords of unbookmarked pages Ease in understanding what feature unbookmarked page has in navigated pages. Then, ease in grasping intuitively what feature the user does not need in web navigation. However, the Utilization of adopting context-dependent bookmarks in web browser are not only reduction of misunderstanding bookmarks. We will give examples of other utilization as follows.



 Retrieving bookmarks based on their context data.  Sorting bookmarks based on rankings, representative keywords, bookmarking date and so on.



 Rankings Ease in supposing how many pages and how similar pages to bookmarked page the user navigate.



 Visualizing the relations between bookmarks based on context data.



 Keywords for search engine Ease in understanding what category navigated pages belong to.



These functions are more effective when bookmarks increase.
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Figure 8. Result of Context-Dependent Bookmarking



5 Evaluation of Context-Dependent Bookmarks as Queries We described a way of utilizing bookmarks as queries before. Let us discuss the evaluation of context-dependent bookmarks as queries by experimental results. the evaluation of context-dependent bookmarks as queries is performed by comparing search accuracies between the case of context-dependent bookmarks and the case of conventional bookmarks as queries. Querying by context-dependent bookmark is realized by using the context-dependent feature vector as described in the previous section. However, querying by conventional bookmark is realized by using just a feature vector of bookmarked page. Namely, the difference of compared situations is whether or not we use the context data for querying. If querying by context-dependent bookmark is proved to be better than querying by conventional bookmark, it is quite likely that context-dependent bookmarks reflect a user’s intention. The procedure for evaluating context-dependent bookmarks as queries is given below. 1. A user chosen for this experiment retrieves web pages using a search engine. 2. The user browses several pages in the search result and bookmarks a favorite page P n as a context-dependent bookmark B . 3. The feature vectors are extracted based on only bookmarked page P n . We call it context-independent query vector. The context-dependent query vector is extracted based on context-dependent bookmark B . 4. The user chooses 20 unbrowsed pages from the result and selects several pages (M number of pages) with



Figure 9. The Image of Context-Dependent Bookmarks in Web Browser



the same bookmarking criteria as pages relevant pages.



B.



We call these



5. The similarities between context-independent query vector and 20 unbrowsed pages are calculated. In the same way, the similarities between context-dependent query vector and 20 unbrowsed pages are calculated. 6. Sorting 20 pages according to their context-dependent similarity and context-independent similarity, the system gives the user’s top R pages in sorted page list in the case of context-dependent and contextindependent. 7. The recall factor and relevant factor of R pages is calculated. The recall factor and relevance factor are defined as follows.



 Recall factor A ratio of returned relevant pages to all relevant pages(M).  Relevance factor A ratio of returned relevant pages to all returned pages(R). 8 patterns of bookmarking by testees are used on our experiment. We use the mean value of the 8 patterns of recall factor and relevance factor to compare the case of contextdependent and the case of context-independent. A number of relevant pages R is an integer with the initial value of 1.
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comes low when the number of returned pages R is high, even if searching accuracy of the query is high. Judging from above, we may say that context-dependent bookmarks reflects user’s intention more than conventional bookmarks.



6 Conclusion and Future work We have proposed context-dependent web bookmarks. Now, let us briefly summarize the result of this study as follows. Figure 10. Result of comparison on recall factor



1. The prototype system of context-dependent bookmarks has been developed. Bookmark rankings and representative keywords for web pages have been proposed as context data of bookmarks. 2. We have proposed utilizations of context-dependent bookmarks, which are adopting context-dependent bookmarks in web browser and utilizing bookmarks as queries for web information exploration. 3. We have evaluated context-dependent bookmarks as queries. It has been found from the result that contextdependent bookmarks reflect user’s intention more than conventional bookmarks. In addition, a further direction of this study will be the following.



Figure 11. Result of comparison on relevance factor



This is incremented till its value becomes 10. The result of comparison on recall factor and relevance factor are shown in Fig.10 and Fig.11, respectively. We see from Fig.10 that both recall factors of contextdependent and context-independent are increasing with the number of returned pages R, and the recall factors of context-dependent are always better than ones of contextindependent. The factors of context-dependent are almost same as ones of context-independent when the number of returned pages R is high. This is because a recall factor becomes high when the number of returned pages R is high, even if searching accuracy of a query is not high. In the same way, we see from Fig.11 that both recall factors of context-dependent and context-independent are decreasing with the number of returned pages, and the relevance factors of context-dependent are always better than that of contextindependent. The factors of context-dependent are almost same as ones of context-independent when the number of returned pages R is high. Because a relevance factor be-



 Investigating more suitable method for characterizing web pages as multimedia data, because the TFIDF method is valuable only for text data.  Examining the influence by the order of browsed pages as context data. Because we have not adopted it yet in the present paper, although it seems to be important in order to extract user’s intention.  Investigating how to recognize the scope of the context for each bookmark when bookmarking two or more pages in the same session.
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TATTING-BOOKMARKS-WHEELOFFAITH-BOOKMARK-PATTERN ... 

... photographed, mostly in black. and white with a sprinkling of colored shots. Well worth the $52 cover. price. Available through the CRAFT GALLERY P.O. Box 145, Swampscott. Mass. 01907 508-744-2334 Catalog $2. WHAT'S NEW IN TATTING GADGETRY. I don
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TATTING-BOOKMARKS-MEIS-HAIRPINLACE-TATTED-BOOKMARK ... 

... PORT ORCHARD WA 98366-4212. Page 3 of 3. TATTING-BOOKMARKS-MEIS-HAIRPINLACE-TATTED-BOOKMARK-PATTERN-DUSENBURY-Â©1989.pdf.
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TATTING-BOOKMARKS-HONEYCOMB- SPLIT RING-PATTERN-DUSENBURY-Â© 1989.pdf. TATTING-BOOKMARKS-HONEYCOMB- SPLIT RING-PATTERN-DUSENBURY-Â© 1989.pdf. Open. Extract. Open with. Sign In. Main menu. Displaying TATTING-BOOKMARKS-HONEYCOMB- SPLIT ...
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Measuring IPv6 usage at web clients and DNS resolvers 

Robert Kisteleki. Measuring IPv6 usage at web clients and DNS resolvers. Messenger today: RÃ³bert Kisteleki [email protected]. Actual work done by: Emile Aben.
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Measuring IPv6 usage at web clients and DNS resolvers 

Let's measure IPv6 connectivity of end-user combined with the ISP infrastructure .... providers of DNS services causing. clientAS != resolverAS. â€¢ At least 10% of ...
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26. 27. 28. 29. 30. 31 32. 33. 34. 35. 36. 37. 38. 39. 40. Page 3 of 4. TATTING-BOOKMARKS-SHOESTRING-CROSS-PATTERN-DUSENBURY-Â©1988-2009.pdf.
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Personality and Patterns of Facebook Usage 

traits. Openness to experience measures a person's imagination, curiosity, seeking of new experiences and interest in culture, ideas, and aesthetics. It is related to emotional sensitivity, tolerance and political liberalism. People high on Openness 
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Page 2 of 2. TATTING-BOOKMARKS-HONEYCOMB- SPLIT RING-PATTERN-DUSENBURY-Â© 1989.pdf. TATTING-BOOKMARKS-HONEYCOMB- SPLIT ...
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Brand Image and Brand Usage 

specifically in determining communication objectives in promoting the brandâ€”what to ... minimal importance. The core of the API questionnaire is a battery of five ..... attitudes for meaningful patterns, as discussed in the next section. BRAND ...
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List_of_100_Important_English_Vocabulary_(Meaning-Usage)_ ... 

Meaning: Huge, enormous, giant, massive, towering,. titanic, epic ... Definition: huge. Usage: A .... PDF. List_of_100_Important_English_Vocabulary_(Meaning .
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OS usage - Tech Insider 

Linux. Macintosh. Dean Kamen vs. Ginger. Windows 95. 1. lunar eclipse. 2. darwin awards. 3. temptation island. 4. gambar telanjang. 5. ginger. 6. britney Spears.
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western civilization their history and their culture pdf 

Page 1 of 1. File: Western civilization their history. and their culture pdf. Download now. Click here if your download doesn't start automatically. Page 1 of 1. western civilization their history and their culture pdf. western civilization their his
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glossary of usage 

I rewrote the ending of Farewell to Arms, the last page of it, thirty-nine ... Your writing is altogether obscure. A.M., P.M. .... But creating your own can result in an.
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